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ABSTRACT: In Dickinson & Lebossé (2017a) we presented evidence suggesting that within the
1837 volume of the Magazin de Zoologie the first part of the Synopsis Avium by d’Orbigny &
Lafresnaye was limited to 48 pages, but soon after, having found two bound volumes of
manuscript notes (dated to the 1860s), we corrected our limitation to 64 pages – Dickinson &
Lebossé (2017b). Further research into the writer of the manuscript volumes enables us to
name the copyist as Octave Fauvel and to explain his sources. We can now claim with
confidence that offprints were made available of pp. 1‐64.
KEYWORDS: Magasin de Zoologie, Synopsis Avium, Guérin‐Méneville, gatherings, issues, dates,
separates, stability, Alcide d’Orbigny, Frédéric de Lafresnaye, Jules Verreaux, Octave Fauvel.
INTRODUCTION

Dickinson & Lebossé (2017a), seeking to determine dates of publication for the “Synopsis
Avium” of d’Orbigny & Lafresnaye for comparison with the published parts of the “Voyage
dans l’Amérique Méridionale” by d’Orbigny (1834‐1847), analysed the whole of the 1837
volume of the Magasin de Zoologie in which the Synopsis Avium began to appear. The
evidence demonstrated that much of this volume was delayed into 1838 and that the
Synopsis Avium content in the 1837 volume – pages numbered 1‐88 (signatures 1‐7) – was not
all issued in 1837. The size and composition of the livraisons making up this whole volume
were not, and are still not, fully understood but at that time we concluded that the first pages
made available were probably pages 1 to 48 (signatures 1 to 3).
Soon after we published, two bound volumes of handwritten content were found (see
Figure 1); these appeared to have been begun in 1862. Numerous ornithological articles by
Lafresnaye had been copied by hand as had the content of 64 pages from the Synopsis Avium
after which “Incomplet” was appended (apparently by the unknown copyist).
These two volumes, which are interesting in relation to the history of French
ornithology, also contain an unpublished version of the catalogue of Lafresnaye’s collection,
resembling that compiled by Jules Verreaux (1807‐1873) published in 1862 for the expected
auction (this version of the catalogue can be examined on the Hathitrust website:
https://babel.hathitrust.org/cgi/pt?id=uiug.30112010081732) but differing in the systematic
order of the list. The volumes also include a text called a “Catalogue des oiseaux admis comme
d’Europe”, apparently unpublished, but written, by d’Œillet Des Murs (1804‐1894) and Jules
Verreaux.
Our limited earlier research on these manuscript volumes (Dickinson & Lebossé, 2017b)
required prompt publication of the correction from 48 pages to 64 pages of the Synopsis
Avium because of the effect on the determination of the correct source work for new names
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Figure 1. The two volumes of “Notes ornithologiques” of Octave Fauvel and the
“Mélanges ornithologiques” of Frédéric de Lafresnaye.
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proposed by d’Orbigny & Lafresnaye or by d’Orbigny alone (Dickinson & Lebossé, 2018). In
the earlier work we suspected the copying had been done by Jules Verreaux although this
seemed far from certain or not wholly logical.
FRESH RESEARCH

Since then our tentative belief that Jules Verreaux was the copyist began to erode. The
arrangement of the notes seemed disorganised and is, we felt, representative of a gradual
compilation based on several periods of reading available literature by someone not having
permanent access to the underlying publications. And, after 1100 manuscript pages in
volume one, why did volume two, holding a similar volume of pages, include about 1000
blank pages? Verreaux at this time was a respected and well‐stablished authority on
ornithology and such copying was surely unnecessary for him. After examining documents
written by Jules Verreaux including one in the Waller Manuscript Collection of Uppsala
University (www.theeuropeanlibrary.org/tel4/collection/a1059) we concluded that the
writing in these two volumes is not that of Jules Verreaux.
That the second large volume was bound with so little content suggests that the copyist
intended to go on with copying such material. By chance we learned about a keen young
ornithologist named Octave Fauvel, his initials being those inscribed on the spines of the
volumes (see Figure 1) – initials which we had always suspected might reveal the name of
the copyist. But the convincing evidence that relates to so many blank pages is that Fauvel
died at the age of 25. Our findings are largely from the notes on the correspondence of
French naturalist Dominique Pierrat, especially letters received from Fauvel (see:
http://philippedefranoux.fr/Documents/DP_Biographie.pdf) and from articles in the Bulletin
de la Société Linnéenne de Normandie in the years 1860‐67 (Anon., 1865; Fauvel, 1866; Anon.,
1868: 173‐174; Fauvel, 1868; Anon., 1869).
OCTAVE FAUVEL AND HIS MANUSCRIPT VOLUMES

Octave Fauvel (1842‐1867) was a young French naturalist from Caen, passionate about
ornithology, with an elder brother Albert Fauvel (1840‐1921), a renowned French
entomologist and a founder member of the Société Française d’Entomologie.
The two boys were introduced to natural history by their father Adolphe Fauvel, born in
1810, who was a lawyer and a justice of the peace in Caen, and was also known for
translating English poetry into French (Oursel, 1886: 351). Adolphe, like many others at the
time, was an amateur naturalist with an important collection of specimens, and from 1862
Octave followed his father’s example, adding to the collection of birds (source:
correspondence of Dominique Pierrat).
Two years later, in 1864, Octave was enrolled as a ‘Resident Member’ of the Société
Linnéenne de Normandie, and the records list his interest in ornithology (Anon., 1865: 434).
That same year Alphonse Milne‐Edwards was admitted to this society as a Corresponding
Member. But in 1867 Octave died, aged just 25 according to his obituary (Anon., 1869: 117‐
119) – which did not reveal the cause of death.
The contents of these two volumes, bound with the initials “O.F.” imprinted on the
spine (see Figure 1), fit perfectly with a dedicated young ornithologist creating his own
resource, when he could not himself have owned printed versions of the works he copied.
We point in particular to the evidence of binding in so many blank pages allowing him to
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add to his resource. The emptiness of these pages is, we believe, explained by his sad early
death.
Two elements in volume 2 offer further evidence. Firstly, a peculiar and unusually small
page is inscribed with some notes on a Brazilian passerine locally called “yapou”, a bird
known in French by the name “le cassique cul‐jaune” and bearing the scientific name Cacicus
cela (Linnaeus, 1758); Fauvel (1868: 154‐161) evidently published a translation of a text by a
Brazilian author. 1 Secondly, nine of the last 12 manuscript pages in volume 2 contain a list of
the birds of New Caledonia, and his obituary (Anon., 1869: 117‐119) confirms that it was on
this subject that Octave had last worked – probably based on a collection obtained by Émile
Deplanche (1824‐1874), a naval surgeon whose entomological collection was reported on by
Octave’s brother Albert Fauvel (1866: 172‐209). 2 Verreaux & de Murs (1860) published on
the bird collection made by Deplanche and his fellow scientists.
These two volumes contain careful, complete copies of articles on birds, or notes about
such articles, dating from 1828 to 1862. 3 It appears that the copying began no earlier than
1862 because the first entry is the catalogue of the Lafresnaye collection and that bears that
date – although the printed version prepared by Verreaux lacks an imprint date. Much was
added after that and copying may have continued until 1867 although nothing published
after 1862 is copied. Fauvel clearly wanted to create a reference work and at that time
manual copying was the cheapest way to make individual copies. The resource Fauvel
created is evidently centred on the publications of Frédéric de Lafresnaye, a leading French
ornithologist of the time, who lived at La Falaise, not far from Caen and who had died in
1861. We believe that Fauvel went to the Chateau de la Fresnaye on 30 June 1865 – on 25 June
he had written on the back of a note to Eudes‐Deslongchamps that he would be going there
on the next Sunday (see: http://philippedefranoux.fr/Documents/DP_Biographie.pdf). One
can imagine that Fauvel spent hours looking at the great collection, which was finally sold
just weeks later on 4 September 1865. He reported that Verreaux, who had catalogued
Lafresnaye’s collection, was the man “qui connait le mieux les oiseaux” [who best knows the
birds]. That Fauvel copied the collection catalogue in 1862 suggests that Fauvel met Verreaux
when he was at the château. Several articles in Fauvel’s second hand‐written volume are
papers by Verreaux. His appreciation of Verreaux presumably explains Fauvel’s copying of
the unpublished “Catalogue des oiseaux admis comme d’Europe” mentioned earlier.
In the 1850s de Lafresnaye and Jules Verreaux were two of the great French
ornithologists. Lafresnaye (see Penard, 1945) was a cabinet ornithologist with his own
substantial collection (including many specimens from South America), and he had greatly
assisted Alcide d’Orbigny by collaborating to identify the new birds for description within
the Synopsis Avium. 4 Verreaux (see Des Murs, 1874) was both an explorer/collector and for a
time a staff member of the Paris museum and one of the sons of the founder of Maison
Verreaux, dealers in specimens across the field of natural history (see Mearns & Mearns,
1988:403‐407).
Verreaux & Des Murs (1860) honoured Lafresnaye by naming a new species of rail from
New Caledonia after him.
1

Fauvel named the author as Dr. Castro but no publication by Castro could be traced.
On which subject Verreaux & de Murs (1860) published in a paper naming Gallirallus lafresnayanus.
3 Note that no articles published after 1862 appear; this gap of five years before Fauvel’s death may imply that
he suffered a prolonged terminal illness.
4 But why they never published the planned third part of this remains unknown.
2
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Figure 2. The last page (64) of the Synopsis Avium in the “Mélanges ornithologiques”.
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SOURCE OF LAFRESNAYE’S TEXTS

On‐line research into publications by Lafresnaye turned up references to “Contributions
à l’ornithologie” 5 which is said to contain papers he published from 1832 to 1855. This seems
to be rare and not something that has been scanned and available from the Web.
However we have found
another bound book, this time
titled “Mélanges ornithologiques
– M 6 F De Lafresnaye”. This
title is only on the spine, there
is no title page. It contains
close to 50 separates of papers
by de Lafresnaye for the
period 1832‐1855. Notably it
includes all his monographs as
well as about thirty plates that
were published in the Magazin
de Zoologie with descriptions.
Pages 1‐64 of the Synopsis
Avium are included (see Figure 3)
– these being those copied by
Fauvel and discussed in
Dickinson & Lebossé (2017b).
But importantly this printed
separate proves that our Figure 3. Page 19 of the 1864 “Catalogue de livres et surtout de
decision
to
correct
the brochures rares tirées a part a très‐petit nombre traitant de toutes
pagination published before les parties de l’histoire naturelle”.
the 1837 hiatus to 64 was
appropriate. Apparently offprints or separates that had belonged to Lafresnaye became
available for sale (perhaps from M. Baillière). Bound sets titled either the
“Melanges Ornithologiques” or the “Contributions Ornithologiques” are known and held by
several libraries. Over 40 of the separates in the “Melanges” match texts copied by Fauvel
(while just one paper by Lafresnaye which Fauvel copied is not to be found in the volume of
Mélanges known to us). 7
Although we have proof here of a separate for the 64 pages we have also found evidence
that a new separate was created with 122 pages (the entire Synopsis Avium from the 1837 and
1838 volumes). This is merely listed in an ephemeral leaflet of 35 pages from 1864 in which
this is item No. 11 on page 19 (see Figure 3). The title page of this leaflet is “Catalogue de
livres et surtout de brochures rares tirées a part a très‐petit nombre traitant de toutes les
This can be searched for at http://www.worldcat.org/.
Here “M” is for Monsieur.
7 The first text by Lafresnaye copied by Fauvel comes from the description of Meliphaga cincta, in the 1840
volume of Magasin de Zoologie, going with plate 11 of Serie 2. This is the one that is not in the Mélanges. The
texts of five other small papers copied by Fauvel are not in the Mélanges, but the plates that they related to are
in the Mélanges.
5
6
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parties de l’histoire naturelle”. This leaflet was apparently inserted in the 1863 volume of the
Revue et Magasin de Zoologie and presumably the interested reader would know that copies
could be purchased from the office of M. Guérin‐Méneville, the publisher.
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